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Summary

The concept of lurbulence modolllng ls discussed ln relation to the turbulence scalo and the
linenoss of srid discretizatlon of the flowfield. Then it le clarified why computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) r€qu¡r€s a large amount of CPU time. Next, the current status and future potential for
numeriqal simulalìon of turbulent llow ln civil engineorins is descrlbed, Lastly it iç conclvded that
the massive paraflel computer is most promising for achleving the much hlgher cornputing speeds
requisilo lor futuro stagos of CFD. Furthermore the simulation results of room airflow by parellel
computing is shown.

l. lnlroductlo development of CFD supponed by evolutlon of supercomputer

ln the field of fluid dynamics, new analytic methods have been developed rapidlv in recent
yeåts as a result of the burgeoning growth'of computer hardware technology, in particular the
development of tho supercomputer using a vector processor. Thls paper addregses some aspocts of
the current slatus and f uture prospects of computational fluld dynamics in the field of civil
engineering, using examples mainly from wind engineering.

Computatìonal methods originated in the field of aeronautics and now have a history of more
than 3O years. Nu¡¡rerical methods for simulating turbulent flows have been developed mainly in
the fields of mechonical and aeronautical engineering during the past several decades by Spaldins,
Launder and others. However, airflow in wind engineering problems is far more complicated. ln many
cases, the current CFD technology borrowed from other fields is thus inadequate and new research
and development aro urgently required in this field.

cFD is a largo system composed of a great many subsystems ranging from computational
mathematics to tlts fluid dynamics of turbulence statistics. ln this paper. the large amount of
computation required in CFD is discussed from the viewpoints of erid discretization, turbulence models
and types of conrputer hardware.

ln CFD as elsewhere, all numerical analyses are conducted using discretized values of physical
p¡operties. The accuracy of the numerical predictions thus depends on the fineness of the grid
discretization, Therefore CFD developed by increasins the number of grid points, a development
supported by advances in computer performance. Fig. I illustrates the progress in computing speed,
which is now at tlte performance level of 20 Gisa FLOPS. This progress has been achieved mainly
by the development of a supercomputer using a vector processor. However, the vector-type
supercomputer has lts limitations and further progress ln computing speed will be made by ths
massive parallel cotttputer, as will be discussed later in detail. Fig.2 shows the increase of grid poìnts
used for various large-scale computations in each stage of CFD dbvelopment. The greatest number
of grid points ever used was about 7 million.

ln the folfowing sections, the rsasons why CFD requlres such a large number of grid polnts
will be explained and methods for overcomlng thls difflculty wlll be dlscussed in relation to turbulence
modelling.

* Prolessor, lnstitute of lndustrial Sclence, University of Tokyo, JAPAN
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2, Kolmogorov mlcroscale and grld dlscrettzailon

The f lowf ields treated in civil engineering aro usually expressed by the incompressible
NavierStokes equations (hereafter N - S equations), which are shown in the Appendix. This set of
nonlinear partial differentìal equations is infamous for the difficulty with which they are solved.
Furthermore, the flows treated in this field, for example atmospheric wind flow or airflow in an
airconditioned room, are always hiehly turbulent, and we must thus rely on the theory of turbulence
statistics when solving these N - S equations by means of numerical methods.
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Turbulent flowfields ar€ characterized by various scales of turbulent eddies. Hence the most
important dacision in numerical simulation is how finely we should resolve these eddies in numerical
analysis. The amount of CPU time is completely dependent on this judgement. Resolving small eddies
requires much CPU time. The smallest eddy in turbulent flow, the socalled "Kolmogorov microscale

n' is very small, around 0. l-lmm for natural wind.or room airflow. lt will be evident that
discretization of the flowfield corresponding to the Kolmogorov microscale ?, is very difficult in
practice.

Numerical analysis of flowfield, whether the numerical method be finite difference or finite
element, begins with the discretization of the flowfield ¡ computation is conducted using. these
discretized expressions in the N - S equations etc. While the amount of CPU time increases with
greater numbers of these discretizations of space and time, the accuracy of the prediction is governed

by the fineness of discretization. ln Fis.3 two numerical results are compared to illustrate the effect
of coarse and fine grids. When grid discretization becomes finer, as in case 2, solution error decreases
dramatically (Caruso et al.(1986), Murakami et al.(1990a)). The effect of srid discretization on
prediction accuracy is so significant that grid design is one of the most important aspects of CFD.

As was stated above, turbulent flow can be reproduced with complete accuracy only if the
flowfield is discretized on the scale of Kolmogorov microscale ¡r. However, such a fine discretization
is almost impossible to obtain in practice. The size of the microscale (nll, l: intesral scale) decreases
as the Reynolds number (u!lv, hørøafter Re) increases. Conseguently the number of grid points must
be increased in proportion to the value of Ree/', according to the theory of turbulence statistics.
This means that a huge number of grid points would be needed for the simulation of a flowfield
with a certain magnitude of Re. The number of grid points required for 3 - dimensional analysis
can be estimated as follows.

Reynolds number 10t

Number ol grld points
(3 - dlmenslonal) 10rl

(a) grid system near the model

[rrid size near the corner edge:l/24H61

ul u : châracteristlc veloclly scale for turbulence
note I He=7 I : characterlstlc length scale for turbulence( lntegral scale)

y : klnematlc vlscoslty

(a) gdd system near the model

[rnd size near the comer edge: l/6Ho ]
lHb:buildins heisht )

0

0

(b) solullon error (b) solullon error
( error ol absolqle velocity <u r>2 +<u ¡2 +<u ¡2 ¡

(1) case 1 : ioarse grid 1o.o x ro. po¡nts tn roratl (2) case 2 : fine grld ¡s.r r to.potn6 tn totatl

Fig. 3 Relation between grid d¡scretization and solution error
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Table 1 Ranges of grid points and cPU time used in engineering applicailons

CPU Ume

Flow around bluff-body
0.5-5
5 -20
20-40

Flow around automobile 0.5 -2

Room airflow
0.5-3
5-10
20-40

Jet 10-30

Flow with difluser (2D) 0.3 - 1.0

rThese slrnulallon
on FACOM VP-t

s wer€ conducled at l.l.s., unlverslty ol roþo, cpu flme presanled here wasmaasu¡ed
00 (peak perlormance ol VP-tOO ls about 285 MFLOPS),.

The numerical method based on this concept of microscale discretization is called "Direct
Numerical Simulation" (hereafter DNS, Kim et al.figB7)). While this simple and clear method uses
no turbulence modelling, it requires a huge number of srid points if the Reynolds number of the
flowfield is large. The Reynolds number of the flowfields treated in civil engineering is about lO6-107, so DNS of such a flowfield requires around 10ll-1 016 grid points. On tf," other hand, the
maximum number of erid points ever used is around l06-107, as is shown in Fig.2. Therefore it
can easilv be understood why it is practically impossible to solve a fully turbulent flow by means
of DNS even if computer performance is advanced greatly in the future. The largest Reynolds number
(ullv) of a flowfield ever analyzed bv DNS is about 102-103. The range of grid points used in
engineering CFD is shown in Table l.

3. Turbulence models - currentstátus and firfure potenilal

The numerical enalysis of turbulent flow has a serious obstacle of the Kolmogorov microscale,
which concept was given from the theory of turbulence statistics. ln order to overcome this obstacle,
various types of turbulence models have been invented. Turbulence modelling is designed to simulate
the averaged flowfield (coarse srainins, cf.Fig.5) rather than the original flowfield. Such small scale
eddies, which are difficult to resolve, are thus neglected in the þrocsss of coarse graining.

There are two types of coarse graining; time averaging.and space av€raging. These types of
averaging and turbulence models are illustrated in Fig.4, inciuding DNS, which uses no turbulence
model. Bv averaging a flowfield with steep fluctuations, the averaged fluctuations of the flow variables
become less - stêep and the relatively coarse grid discretization can resolve the f lowfield with certain
accuracy. The small eddies neglected by coarse graining can be incorporated in the simulation through
the turbulence modelling.

| ) Turbulence models based on Reynolds-averaged equations
The ensemble (or time) averaged forms of N - S equations are called the Reynolds equations.

These equations €xpress only the movements of large scale eddies. Since the flowfield contains
only larger eddies, numerical analysis can be conducted with a rather coarse grid discretization. Most
CFD simulations in the fieid of engineering have been based on this type of modelling partly because
of inadequate computer performance. The most famous and most widely-used is "the fr-c two
equation turbulence model" (hereafter fr-e model or h-e, Launder and Spaldins (1g72), Murakami
et al.(l9BBa)). Howover, it has become clear that the Ê-e model possesses somo.shortcomings. The
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grid points

k-e
ASM
LES

(xl (v) (zl
50 x 49 x 28 + 6.9 x 10.
50x49x28+6.8x10.
63x49x34+1.0x10t

k-e 100x45x35+1.6x101

k-e
ASM
LES

21 x32 x 15 + 1.0 x 10.
21 x32x15+1.0x101
42x 54 x 50 + 1.0 x 10.

LES 104 x 84 x 24 + 2.1 x 10.

k-c 151 x5lç0.7x101
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Flg. 4 Methods of numerrcar srmurailon and turburence mod€rs
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original fluotualion /

filtered lluctualion /

space

Fig. 5 Filtering of llowfield

high-precision v€rs¡on of the Reynolds-av€raging approach is the Reynolds Stress Model (hereafter
BSM). Applications of RSM and its simplified version, ASM (Alsebraic Stress Model, Launder et al.
(.l975), Rodi (1976), Murakami et al.(l99ob)) ars in the tendency of increase y€ar by year. The
basic equations for these models are shown in Appendix 1 and 2.

The É-e model has made significant achievements in the simulation and prediction of rather
simple flowfields, such as channel or pipe flows. However it is clear that the standard Ê-e model
fails to predict flowfields with highly anisotropic properties, because the ft-e model is based on
the isotropíc eddv viscosítv model. The flowfields treated in wind engineering are usually highlv
anisotropic and in llowfields around bluff bodies include separation, recirculation etc. (cf.Fig.6). Since
the å-e model has serious limitations when applied to such flowfields, it is recommended that
RSM, ASM or Large eddv.simulation (mentioned later in detail) be used in order to predict flowfields
with higher accuracy.

The results of predictions given by various turbulence models are compar€d later in Figs.g and
10. The results given by the Å-e model are clearly inferior to those of LES.
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2) Turbulence models based on spacrfiltering
Another method for coarse graining is "spacrfiltering", the concept of which is illustrated in

Fis.S. The degree of averaging can be adjusted easily by changing the width of the filter.
Since eddies smaller than the width of the filter (eddies of subgrid scale) are not analyzed

directly and eddies larger than the filter width (eddies of resolvable scale) are simulated, this type
of modellins is called "Large Eddy Simulation" (hereafter LES, Smagorinsky (1963), Deardorff (1970),

Schumann (1975), Moin et al.(1982), Murakami et al.(1987)). The basic equations for LES are shown
in Appendix 3. ln LES, the effect of small eddies neslected by filtering is incorporated in the
simulation through the turbulence model of subgrid scale eddy viscosity. Since Reynolds-averaging
is not applied to the basic equations used in LES, the scale of resolved eddies in LES is usually
much smaller than those of the Ê-e model or RSM. Thus LES predicts a time-dependent flowfield
with small fluctuations. Consequently the effect of modelling in subgrid scale on the turbulence
structure of the flowfield is relatively small, compared to that of Ê-e. ln fact, LES has succeeded
in reproducing the properties of an hishly anisotropic flowfield, as shown in Fiss.9 and 10.

ln recent years, high-precision versions of subgrid scale modelling for LES have been developed
in the field of meteorology, for example, the subgrid scale one-equation model or the subgrid scale

Reynolds stress model.
To sum up these various survsys, LES is most promising for the simulation of flowfields treated

in wind engineering. The weak point of LES is the large amount of CPU time required lor
computation, which is much larger than that for ft-e. While the Ê-e model usually gives a mean
flowfield LES must reproduce and store a long sequ€ncs of time-dependent flowfields. However this
weak point will be overcome to a certain degree by future growth in computer hardware technology.

4. State of the an of turbulent flow slmulatlons ln wlnd englneerlng

As was mentioned above, the highly anisotropic nature of flowfields around buildings creates
many difficulties in the simr.llation of such flowfields. The anisotropic structure of the turbulent
flowfield around a building model is expressed schematically in Fig.6.

The flowfield around a building complex as visualized by a wind tunnel experiment is shown
in Fis.7 (Murakami et al.(l99la). The prediction results of complicated flowfields around a building
complex are illustrated in Fis.8 (Murakami et al.(19BBb)).

The distributiolrs of velocity vector and turbulenc€ energy predicted using various turbulence
models are given in Figs.9 and 10. As shown in Fis.9, the reverse flow on the roof is not reproduced
in the case of A-e . Furthermore Ê-e overestimates the value ol h near the frontal corner as shown
in Fig. 10. The prediction given by LES is most successful among the results given by the various
turbulence models. The discrepancies observed in Ê-e are significantly improved in 'the results of
ASM (Murakami et al.(1991c)).

Fig. ll shows tlre prediction of wall surface pressure. The results of LES agres vory well with
the result of the wind tunnel test. The degree of accuracy of thb prediction is satisfactory from
the viewpoint of engineering application.

lurbulent
boundary
layer

tion reattachment free shear layer

inf low
boundary
condition

. , stag

standing vortex rculation

Fig. 6 Flowlield around a building model
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Fig. 7 Alrflow around an actual building complex visualized ln a wind lunnel
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The instantaneous pr€ssurs field around a square prism given bv LES is shown in Fis. l2
(Murakami et al.(l99lb). Since LES can producs the distribution of time-dependent fluctuations of
the pressure field, lt can make a great contribution to the development of wind engineering.

ln .CFD, two dimensional computation is often conducted because it requires much less CpU
time in comparison with 3D computation. Furthermore, various difficulties in numerics are also greatly
decreased in 2D computation. However, since 2D computation for turbulent flow often involves crude
approximations, the sccuracy ol 2D computation must be investigated carefully.

The spectra of fluctuatins lift force Fr and drag force Fo as predicted bv LES in 2D and 3D
computations are shown in Fig. 13. The result of 3D computation'corresponds very well with the
experiment' but 2D computation shows some discrepancies. lt may be concluded that 3D computation
is recommended for accqrate prediction of turbulent flowfields.

3D computatipn with fine grid discretization requires a large amount of CpU resources. Therefore,
further development of the high performanco computer is required before 3D computation becomes
generally available for engineering applications. The massive parallel computer is expected to provide
the high performance required for large-scale 3D computation.
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5. Requlrement for large-scale compuilng and Improvement of performance
suppoded by parallel computer

A brief history of the evolution of the computer is shown in Fis.l. The most advanced vector
computer has reached the performance level ol 20 Gisa FLops (GFLops). The vector computer is
expected to attain the level of 100 GFLOPS in the near future, computing speed regarded as the
practicable limit of this evolution. The massive parallel computer is generally considered capable
of breaking through this limit of computing speed. Therefore the large-scale computing of turbulent
flow required in future stages will as a necessity rely on the massive parallel computer.

ln science and technology there are many fields whose further development is impeded by the
insuf f icient perf ormance level of the supercomputer. Fig. l4 shows the realized and expected
applications of the supercomputer at each stage of development (Federal High performance Computing
Prosram, l9B9). A performance level of I Tera FLOPS (TFLOPS) and memory of l0 to l0O Gisa
words will make possible many significant break-throughs using computer simulation in various techne.
science fields, and turbulent flow símulation will not be an exception. A performance speed of I
TFLOPS is a mile-stone for turbulent flow simulation by LES and DNS (with not-hieh Reynolds
number),

Fis.l5 comparos the capacities of the parallel computer and the single processor computer
(lkudome,l99l). A computins speed of 1 TFLOPS can be attained only by the massive parallel
computer which has more than l0O0 processors and distributed memories for each procsssor.

6. Concept of parallel compuilng

The concept of parallel computing did not evolve from the simple idea of enhancing computing
capacitY by assembling many conventional processors in parallel ; rather does ¡t represent a
fundamental modification of computer architecture, i.e. a change from Neumann-type processing to
parallel-type processing (e.s. Hillis, lgB5).

Conventional computers, including vector computers, are sequential processing computers, i.e. von-
Neumann computers. These computers have an extremely low availability of semiconductor devices
in a practical sense. Though this type of computer consists of a large number of LSI chips both
in CPU and in mernory, only a single chip in memory is in operation at one time because this
type of computer €x€cutes only one operation at each step of the machine cycle.

Efficient utilization of these huge computer resources, i.e. the full integration of the ability of
each separate semiconductor circuit, is attained only by a change in computer architecture from
sequential procsssing to parallel processing. Even with the present technology of semiconductor
devices and the prssent level of integratíon of circuits, this change will allow a remarkable evolution
in computer performence. The performance of the parallel computer ió actually assumed to increase
in proportion to the number of processors and is expected to advance far beyond IOO GFLOPS,
the limit of a vector computer. This improvement in computer performance is sure to bring about
great break-throushs in high-precision CFD.

It should be noted that the development of parallel processing depends greatly on the
development of software. Present hardware technology such as semiconductor devices is adequate
for the needs of the parallel computer.

7, Development of sofrware - a key for parallet processlng

Procedures of analyzing physical phenomena including flow simulation can be divided into unit
procedures or subtasks. These subtasks need not always be treated in a linear sequential inanner
and some subtasks t"y Ë" processed in a non-sequential order. ln.this case, parallel task-processing
is possible.

The linear sequential processing computer executes all subtasks in sequence, regardless of
whether the subtasks can be processed in a parallel manner or not. lt is thus easy to make a program

10
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code with a sequsntial processing comput€r because the programer ne€d not concsrn himself with
an snalysis of the procedurs and the possibility of parallel processing, which is rather troublesome.

While a sequontial pÍocessing computer executes all subtasks in sequ€nce, a parallel processing
comput€r can €xecuts all subtasks simultaneously. Synchronization is of course n€cessary between
each parallel subtask according to the sequence of the total procridurs (€.g. time marchins in fluid
simulation). The results of each subtask should be synthesized at each time step. The key problem
to be solved in parellel processing is how to code the program for these synchronizing procedur€s
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so as to minimlze idle time for the processors.

ln the coding stage the whole procedure is divided into subtasks and the system for execution
is analyzed ; parallel parts and their sequential relation (e.g. time marching in fluid simulation) must
be designed well. Hence parallel processing requires precise analysis of the computational procedure:

(l ) optimization of division (design of subtasks),
Q) synchronizations between subtasks.
This process may be likened to control of the construction schedule in civil engineering, e.g.

PERT. At present a multi-purpose software which automatically analyzes the procedures, divides them
into subtasks and gives the appropriate execution schedule is not available. Extensive studies must
be conducted during this decade to solve this subject.

8, Task padíttonlng for parallel processlng

There are two methods of task partitioning of parallel processing ; functional partitioning and
regional partitioning, as shown in Fie. 16. Regional partitioning is easier and more applicable to parallel
processing and synchronization of subtasks than functional partltionins (lkudome,l99l).

ln computation, the subtasks are distributed among proc€ssors ànd then executed. Since a

subtask cannot be completely independsnt of other subtasks, each processor nqeds to communication
with the others. lt should be stressed that the communication method and the time needed lor
communication (i.e. overhead) are very important.

Communication between processors is a very important issue to be considered when constructing
a parallel processing syst€m. Thereby various interconnection networks have been proposed, one of
which is the torus network, shown in Fig. 17. ln the case of fluids, one fluid mass interacts densely
with the surrounding mass€s. This property is called "the proximity effect". When regional partitioning
is applied to fluid simulation, this proximity effect can savs significantly on communication overhead
because communication is actually done only between adjacent procsssors .

Subtasks should be distributsd to all available processors in such a way as to make the
procsssor loads equal and also to minimize the idlins time required for synchronization. As stated
above, no parallel processing system at present has the capability for automatic partitioning within
the operating system nor for the dynamic partitioning which minimizes idling time during execution.
At present, each user must design all of the partitioning procedures.

Door Palnl The

(1) Functlonal partlllonlng

(2) Heglonal partltlonlng

Fig.16 Task partitlonlng
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9. Advantage of CFD for parallel processlng

Numerical analysis for the partial differential equations governing continuums such as fluids
can be easily adapted to parallel processins with regional partitíoning. ln particular, for explicit solution
of the time marching equation, communication between processing subtasks can be reduced
significantly, and each subtask\'can be dealt with independently to a certain degree. A subtask only
refers values adjacent to its region, according to the proximity effect, and adds only a small load
to the interconnection network. Therefore it is pertinent and relatively easy to modify a program
coded for sequential processing ¡nto a program for parallel processing. ln this context, during the
development of a general compiler language for parallel processing, the easy modification of sequential
into parallel is very advantageous and can play an important role in the development of nsw computer
hardware, which ie also in transition from sequential to parailer.

10, FIow slmulallon by paralletcompuúng

l0.l Parallel computer used and numerlcs

A schematic view of the general structure of the Fujitsu APIO0O parallel computer used for
the flow simulation is shown in Fig.l7. lt is composed of 512 processors in total. Each cell processor
has a l6MB memory, in which an operating system controlling the processor is installed. Cell
processors are interconnected by a broadcast network and a torus network which control the
communication end the synchronizetion between the cell processors. A SPARC RISC chip of l5
MIPS and 8.3 MFLOPS is used for the cell proc€ssor. The simulations here used maximum of 64
cell processors.

The configuration of the flowfield for the simulation is shown in Fig.lB¡ twodimensional laminar
room airllow with one sppply and one exhaust opening. The Reynolds number of the supply jet
is l0O' The governing eqùations ars a continuity equation and N-S equations (cf.Appendix). The
flow field is discretized into grid points of 242X242. The method of partitioning is resional. The
partitioning in the case of 64 processors is shown in Fig.l9. The ABMAC-method with Adams-
Bashforth schems is applied for time marchins.
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10.2 Results and dlscusslon

Many simulations with different numbers of processors were conducted, The computins tims
needed for each simulation was different but the results were the same (Murakami, submitted).

The stream lines at steady state are shown in Fig.20. The ratio of computing speed to the
lncrease in number of processors is shown in Fig.2l.

The computing speed for the simulation increases as the number of processors is increased,
but the computing speed increase is not strictly proportional to the increase in number of processors.
lncrease in the number of processors makes each task size smaller and consequently makes the
communication load larger in comparison to the calculating load, hence the reduction in the speed
increase ratio.

Thoush CFD seems to be easily adapted to parallel processing through utilization of regional
partitioning based on the proximity effect, it is not so €asy te conduct a fully efficient simulation
through parallel computing. ln this exercise, when the partitions became smaller, efficiency decreased
because of the increase in communication time. However as the grid points (discretization of flowfield)
became larger, this efficiency reduction became smaller. Hence the parallel computer is advantageous
for large-scale computins with huge number of grid points.
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I l, Concludlng Remarks

l) Even if computer performance is greatly advanced in the future, it will remain necessary to
utilize turbulence models in order to simulate the highly turbulent flowfields treated in civi!
engineering,

2) Large eddv simulation iç most promising for the simulation of hishly turbulent and anisotropic
flowfields, but it needs a great amount of CPU r€sources for high speed and large memory.

3) Massive parallel computers ars expected to attain the hish performance required for high-precision
CFD in the future.
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Appendix I Model equations for the ft-s model
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Appendlx 2 Model equations for RSM and ASM
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Appendix 3 Model equations for LES
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2) ASM
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(3.4)
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NOMENCLATURE
tt r lhroo comÞononls ol spe llal coordlnalo

(d - 1,2,3 t glreamwlse, laleral, vertlcal)
-(/> : tlme - averaged volue of /
.l ¡ liltered value ol .f
f ¡ devlellon lrom <Þ,

f-l-<Þ (ln LES, f-j-<Þ)
H¡ r height ol cube
D r width ol equare p¡lsm
u¡ : three eomponenls ol velocily vector
u¡ : u¡ value al lnflow of computatlonal

domain at height Ho
Ug :u¡ volue ol unifo¡m and

smooth lreo gtream
Þ : Dressure
<tO>3 rol€r€nee stalic prossuro
vt r eddy vlscosity
u56g: subgrld acale eddy vlscosity
À : turbulont klnellc snergy, h - ll < uiuí >
P¡ : productlon ol A
e : dissipallon rate ol f,
< rrir¡r'> r Reynolds alreer

producllo
dissipatlo
convectlo
dlfluslon
pros!¡uro- rm
(çol.l:!l t'gt"_gf outt¡otttt and oll¡rr
cf. APPENDIX 2)

Pu

'¿!,

Du
aít

/l¡ : mesh lnterval adjacent to aolld wall
(u¡)p: tanoential component of velocity vector

at lhe near-wall node
Ê¡ : rt value at the noar-wall node
a¡ : a value at lhe near-wall node
¡,. : wall ¡hear ¡lress
û[']:vertical dlstance lrom tho r¿-th wall
C¡" : lnstantan€ous prossuro coefllcient,

C,- lþ - < Þ,>l I llâp <u,>\
C¡n rr, : rms prssouro coef llclsn t i t7f,-r> ¡ lyzpcu r>1

F¡ t lnstenleneous drag lorce
F¡, t lnstantaneous lift lorce
S(r¡l r power apectrum

Whsn valuer are made dlmensionlese, ropregentallve length acole QI or D), veloclty ¡cale (<ur>
or U.) ¡nd air denslly p ars used.
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